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E11 S. Buckton,

A Builder.

A Pump anufacturer.

A rechanical nan.

G. E Hovorth.

BULK OIL.

Kenyon Boil.

Capt. Algelt, E.T.O.U.S.A.

? one other

ARTIFICIAL HAflBOUR.

Cohn White.

J,D..Couper.

Alkman Coclwane.

R .D.Gwyther.

Ivor Bell.
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I Col. Roberts,E.T.O.U.S.A. to be ox officio member of any

(.omxaittee.
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First Stage. Try out the effectiveness of a stream of air bubbles to

break up and damp oscillatory waves.

It is sugcested t at this should be done at Gr1ieston

where the Lobnitz pier head and D.Th. bridge is

installed.

Position snd details of pipe line, can be laid out on a

scale plan and sent to officer/charge to instal with

instructions to report

(a) effect on waves and area of sea affected.

(b) quantity of air used.

(c) effect of varying position so as to obtain optimum

effect.

(d) carry out further experiments as Committee and

0.1/c. may sugrest.

Prepare model reproducing conditions at Garlieston on

:thich experiments can be tried out to ascertain -

(a) Size and length of pipe for best results.

(b) Position of pipe relative to pier head and

direction o1’ waves.

Cc) Size and spacing of air outlets with a view to

economy in air.

If trials undertaken in Stage One show promise pipe

should be taken out to deeper water and suspended say

24 ft. below surface and at least 24’ depth of water

at L.W. with a view to providing a sheltered ‘anchorae.

(a) Length of perforated air piie line required to

give a definite area of sheltered water.

(b) Ascertain best method of suspensiOn of pipe end

anchoring.

- - — -

___

TI’ICL L H.RBOUS

(1)

(2)

Second Stage

(1)
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ARTIPICIAL HARBOURS

AIR BREAKWAiER (Contd.).

Second ‘ztaçe.

a

(u) Ascertain rapid and safe manner of installation.

(2) Lodel.

Exoeriments as to size and length of pipe

size 0±’ air outlet and spacing.

depth of air outlet below surface.

Any advantage in going deeper?
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Note onoperaUons of Iessrs. J. Nowlem& Sons at Dover Harbour

with compressed air wave breaker.

s requested at the third Neetin of the Connittee, contact

was made with the above firm and details obtained of the use made

of compressed air to assist the operations of their divers at

Dover.

The following compressors were used and are in store in

London at the present moment:

5 No. 1000 cubic feet per minute capacity.

2 Ho. @ 250 U TI II IT

2 No. @ 610 II It II It

1 No. 555 II It It II I?

These are all ernard ‘-oliand. ciachines of the rotary type

and are really olowers .aiving 2U lbs. pressure.

To perforated pipes are now av-ilable from this job.

From a description of the experiment carr out by howlems

it would appear that there is very little to be learned from it.

The perforated pipe used was placed in watQr where the

waves had already broken so that it was hardly a fair test, but

it is stated that the action of the bubbles did produce s1iht1y

better conaitions for the divers.

1’our inch diaieter pipe was used with holes drilled at

617 centres, but the total length was very sa1l and it was placed

on the hotor in close proxiadty to the spot wnere the divers

were at work.

No date is available as to the quantity of air used per

minute.

Beyond locating certain air compressors ahich might be use

ful, very little information was gleaned from IJowlem’s represent

tive.



ARTIPICIA.L EI30S

a

POIi1S I:: coc:2Ioi ITH T0.I:ci.

1o. of uis and h.i. required to t:o -

2 Lobnitz Pier Heads 20u’ x 60’

6 Section D.n. Pier of 6 spans

10 ierican pontoon equipment each 107’ x 43 1

at say 4 knots.

1ime tahen to tow from Louthampton.

necessity he in day1iht.

How much of tow must of

r

ny difftoulty in towin: throuh Race of .‘.1derney, or would it he

necessary to o hest of f1derney.

Any difficulty due to navigation of these channels, weather, fog.
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PR?: Mr. C R, Thite in the Chair
Mr. N. 1). Owythar
U?. . 1. C. o*,
Ma3or W. I. Deil.

Mr. C.k.Ihite. produeed a flat (00p7 attachad) of sevmn

posaibi. sites on the 1st Prierity as a basis for discussion and

these were examined by the Sub-Gcsitte with the following

resultat—

1o • 1. or $flR?AUVILLL

The beach here is about 6, miles in extent of which about

I mile at the Northern end has possibilities.

The width of the bach is about 500 yds. end baa a slope of

about I in 50 at low water at the Northern end rising to a slop.

of about I in 20 at ugh ator.

There are rocky outcrops at low water whlc b rule out all

possibility of a lending at low tide but landing a t High water is

possible tt any point.

The beach is soft sand (ee l.S.?.D.)

Road A0csa Roads exist but are poor in quality and would

require a cassi4erable aiunt of work to be done on thea.

Deep Wt.r - There is deep wter (5 fathexs) within 6 cabl•s

of the NJ. Un•.

Current - A far as can be eetitd thi, is in the region

of 5 knots, but should be checked by reference to the Hrdroephic

Dept.

iposur - The beach is open to South Vi•st*rly and North

Westerly winds.

!o.2. A1S DR 3CiO0?. This beach appears to be btter proteete

than No.1.

it is ap irnately I mile in length by about 600 yds in



The gradient is I in 80 at Low Water rising to I in 40 at

Righ Water.

Infantry can land a t any stage of the tide sacording to

I.S.T.D., but WT would have difficulty with the soft sand above

high water.

Road Clearance This is better on the whole than in the

ease of No.1. All roads converge on Pieuz but circuits could be

arranged.

Currant This is eatited at 5 Knots and the wring range

of tide is about 52 feet.

Exposur — There is surf on the beach with westerly winds.

No.3. VJWVXLLE. This beach is approximately 2 wiles in ligth

and 400 yards wide.

1 slope ii about 1 in 70 at Lw ‘ater rising to 1 in 10

at High dater where sand gives way to shingle.

Road Clearance — There is a stiff climb ci 550 feet from the

fore shore to join a secondary road.

main circuit for M/? would be through Beaumont liagu, a

round tip at approximately 10 Kilometres, and the is a

scarcity of secondary roads to feed dues.

urrent There is a tidal stream of about 3 Knots, North

and outh, at zpring tides.

Epoeure Beach is exposed to Westerly winds which prod

heavy surf.

No.4. NkR 0)ONViLLE. Very little information could be obtained

of this beach but it would appear to be rocky, and with no road

access.

(urrant — Tidal stream of si Knots.

Exposur - There 1. surf ou the beach with winds N Jest to

LEast.

No,5. It was decided to rule out this site on

aocowit of its proximity to Gherbourg.

Any anchac’age would reovr be wtenable during eater1y

winds.

width.



e,6. IbVILL1. Lhsre Is a good sandy beach 1,500 yds.

nørthwsrda from uineviUe with an averag, gradient of I in 140.

There az’s rocks exposed at Low ater, however, opposite

this village. Distanee between Nigh and low ater about I mile.

Road sa no - Poor, )t there sac some roads which would

require considerable deve1oçment.

Around Qulneville there 2e marshy land which might be

inundated in winter.
/

xpoaure - This beach is pz’otea ted from sesterly and

Nortbeziy winde

Current — tidal stream of 4 Jcnot..

No,?. Not a very attractive site — i..T.D.

reports a rocky coast 3m, and abeenee of roads.

slap of beach I In 13 iith steep cliff, behind.

Beach subject to sur in Uther1y winds.

It was arranged that the Sub..Committee would meat aga1 om

Thursday, 5th Auust, at 2.30 p.m.

I
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J’ eaat aoet inhoapitabl.

2. Pbg frequent

j 3. Tidal strala etreng
Xpced to wiMa frc betwee west 4 north, no anchorage.

-

()‘xpoaed to winda frca • to 31. t)irough W..t.. Protected S .W •
Jersey, &c.)

$prings 341’ (Di.) xtrnes it & La -

1. Mm. di.ttc of fthøa line &! ahor about 6 esbles,
bat it wings !‘owld at to coa* Sq ,ainviI1 with
a aini of j fathoma. Det.ach,d pawies Mar4 4iUi
I fath, and 2 fath. reupect,ive3r, the whole ext.ncIiijifle,
fz”om shore . aid, of 1ay, forming a pocket.

.t3d beach with patche of rock backed by d•.

2. ‘To N. f I. and zatej. froi it by rocky .Loint and
dtazjed patchea of rock.

1ia. distance of 5 fath. In. froa ahore about 6 eablea.

1an6y beab backed by dunes.

S. and 3 to 4 nil,. ,N ore or; & 2 Tidal Stre*e attain
rat, of 4 k*i.

3. N of 2. sarat from it b (.

Ilin. distance of 5 fath. line from chore abOut 5 cable..

ndy beach tackød by dunes, ordredt br a bink, which,
with 4tspth 1’ lees than 5 fth. •xtaiida, in place, over a mile
off shore.

chorag, sand and glaeel bQt holding ground bad.

Tidal streams in middle o Ause attaIn 3 kna.

A

4. 5 fath. line betz 2 & 3 Eables off shore.Rocky b.ack

N .W & . outing rceka, Latt. extending a mile off shore
in, p1a.s, socie dry.

tidal atreg attain 4 ka.

I.
5.



a

5. 5 fath. flue a ninin at about I cable off shore
Increasing In both directicyns to 4 cabIn.

Anchorage ,zpos.6 to teatwafl and only tenable with winds
bflnen S & South.

716a1 streams I a. net •t Cap attain 4 knots.

6. 5 fath. line a ainimia at 4 sUn off shore,

Long stand at UJ. (Nearly 3 hr.)

Mtchong. * (Ai shore winds cause heavy see• and, &
clay.

Tjdaj strew attain 4 ku.

?. 5 tath. line about ‘ile oft shore. Backed by cliffs.

Tidat strewn. attain 3 ku. off the Pofl to the Eastrd.
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Minutes of scoond Me. Sub-Co.ittse

• C .R • White (in th Chair),
r. R.D.Gwyther,
Mr. J.D.C.Couper,
Lt.QoI. L.B. Roberts, 8.O.8.,L,T.O.U,S.A.,
Major W.I,Bell,

Borne discussion took place on the sites investigated at the

first meeting and it was agreed that from the point of view of

exposure the beach running South from St. Vaast to just South

of Quinevifle was the most desirable.

The Sub-Comittee considered it desirable to hav• in their

possession ‘1i details of the various types of apparatus proposed

for the production of comparatively itill watr,

Details are also rquired as to any recent decisions

regarding the types of teiporary pierhead and approaches it is

proposed to use in conjunction with the above.

Major Bell was requested to ottain irformetion under the

above headings from Dept. Tn.5. It was also hoped that

CoThnel Rolfe might be able to obtain from the Rydroraphia

Depertment information regarding weather conditions, tidal

currents etc. at Beach No.6 as well as Nos.l, 2 and 5.

Any information available as to the behaviour under towing

conditions ci’ Floating Pierheads, Pontoon Bridges, eta, of

approved design would be useful to the Comxitte•

Colonel Roberta drew attention to the fact that there was a

scarcity of good ports on the Veat coast of the cherbourg

peninsula and if a suitable site could be found on this stretch

it would he of great advantage.

It was agreed to proceed with an investigation of the

beaches in the Second Priority at the next Meeting and the

Coutuittee adjourned until 2.50 p.m. on 9th August.



,, PRE812: HZ’. C. R• hite, in the Chair,
‘ Mr. R. D, Gwyther,

t’. J.D.C.Coupor,
Ccl. J.A.Rolfe, Tn.5 ) Part
Lt.Gol.L,E.Roberts, S,O.S.,I.T.O..U,8.A.) tiiq

t Ma3or W11,Befl,

As arranged at the second resting, Colonel Rolfe was

approached for certain information regarding develøpents in

connection with apparatus for “ws.v breaking” and he agreed to

attend in person to explain the position md answer any

questions.

It h understood that all experimental work in this

connetion is in the bands of the Admiral ty and Colonel Rølfe

will endeavour to arrange for a Ylsit by the Coimittee to

Shorcham in the near future ta witness teats of a “Bubble

Breakwater” in course of installation there.

4•antime it fe Brigadier Bruce Whites intent1. that

Dept. Tn,5 should consider this problem independently and carry

out such experiments and testi as may be necessary to arrive at

a satisfactory solution in case the work being done by the

Admiralty should be insuceeaaful or “hang fire” in any way.

This Cormmittee is therefore requested to study all avail

able data and put forrard concrete proposals.

Colonel Rolfe and Lt. Ccl. Joburta produced dcs siera

containing all the data which has been o1lecte4 to cute, arid

this is being duplicated for the intarmetion of all concerned.

Colonel Rolfe drew attention to tho work done by compressed

air in reducLng wave action at Dover Harbour by Messrs. John

‘ow1em, and Major Bell was requested to contact that firm in

order to ascertain the present position of the plant used by

MOST SECRET

ARZCXA HARBOV

: of 3ub-Coiwittu
a% t iiitulion of Civil

at i.SIJ 9th Augu8t.1 19.

A.
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them and other details.

(Note:- his has been done and Mr. Beck of Mowlema is at’rsnglng

to get in touch “itb the ngineer who was in charge of

the work before the next meeting of the Committee.)

The problem was discussed in the light of the data produced,

and the general opinion of the Cosnittee, pending further

V
investir,ation, was that:—

C a) Th. most aueàesstul results would probably be obtained

iith the perforated pipe floated t a level of 15 to 20

feet below the surface instead of in deep water anchored

on the ea bed.

fb) The estimated horse power required was probably

excessive and experience may chew that the figure of

12,000 LP. per 1,000 ft. of pipe giian may be an over

- estimate,

The evidence awilable sU pointed to the possibility that

the Bubb1eW type of Breakwater was more likely to be

ucccasf-31 and was a more zttraotive proposition than the

rubber balloon or “Lilo” type.

Mr, Gwyther was reoLuested to contact unofficially Professor

Gibson of Manchester University xith a view to obtaining th•

benefit of his advice on 3cintff Ic matters connected with the

Coiittee’s I!westiation3.

Mr • Gwyt :er also undertook to prep are a ques tionnuire for

submis3ion to the Rydrographic Department through Colonel Rolfe.

For purpose of record Colonel te1f, gave the foliowing

fe)

information: —

(1) D.Tn. Pierhead fLobnitE type)
on order at toda’a date 0 Pontoons with suds.
Further order contemplated 9 “ It It

Probable ultimate total I

(2) FloatIng 3ridge 1or above
(80’ spans WI ‘ih “Beetle” pontoon) a

On order at today’s date 4 Miles
Further order contemplated 6 “

Probable ultimate total if

(3) Towing 6 spans of Item (2) above
wiU require one Tug of 750 H.P. to attain
speed of 4 aots, — Two such tugs required
for speed of 6 Knots,

‘‘I



Colonel Rjf laid down that 4 days would be allowed for the

ins taflation of the artificial anchorage from the word go

exc1udin toiage to ii to.

The pth required would be for veasels drawing 22 ft., say

4 fathems,

Each pier bead intended to take three 3hips Three piers,

i.e.., 9 ships, requiring approximately 1 sq of sheltered

water.

The scheme should be able to stand up to all weathers

during 3 auioiier months.

Colonel Rolfe agreed to arrange for the attendance of

Captain Mylchreest the towing expert wh*viever the Qozixnitte

should require his advice.

The next 1Ieeting of the Cou*nittee arranged for Thursday,

12th August, at 2.50 p.s.
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inutes of fourth heating of Sb—Committee held

at tIfle Institution of Civil Engineers at .3O p.m.

on ldth t, l25.

PSENT: hr C.R,’7hite in the Chair,
- — .1_s

• ‘. LI. bner ,

i’:r. J.D.C.Couper,
Lt.Col. L.i3.oberts, SO.S.,E.T.O U.S.A.,

Major I.Bell, Tn.5.

The following matters were discussed:—

• lemoranclum of points to be raised with the TTydrorapher

re Site 1 h. of Surtainville.

2 Anse de Sciotot.

6 P. of ui!i.eville.

hemorandum of points regarding towing and it was resolved to

leave over for time being as more points iay be raised as result

of air bubble exiDerirnents.

Agreed to request Th.5 to give instructions for the investiga

tion of the possibilities of the air breakwater making use of the

iort Construction Co. and Lobnitz Pier Head and Equipment at

Garlieston.

A draft was dravm up to indicate the lines on which

investigation flo.l should be carried out. - See iJemo attached

to nutes.

It was also decided that one member of the Committee should

be in close touch with the progress of the investigation and spend

some time at the site so that there should be no delar in obt.ning

results. It was considered that IJajor Ivor 3ell could best under

take this.

The CöLrlittee expressed the opinion that so far as their

enquiries went the air break water appeared to offer the simplest

method of forminc’ sheltered wa.er and that neither time nor effort

should be lost in acquiring information regarding the possihilibies

of this scheme.

Gwther reported that Prof. Gibson could not undertake
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the work in connection with a model and had sugested the City &

Guilds College, where a wave making apparatus had been constructed

and wiZ; still be available. It was agreed that this should be

followed up with Prof. Ihite of the City & Guilds College.

Note: i.hIs was duly arranged and Dr. ‘.7hite called on

Zr. Gviyther on the 13th instant and from convarson

it appeared tZa Dr. Niite was already engaged by
the Admiralty in connection with experirne:ts at

3horeham.

Possible sites for artificial harbours in the d Priority

were examined by the sub—Corar’iittee. Although the coast line

offered very little in the way of sheltered water, the following

were noted as being the most likely sites:

(1) Etretat (35) where there is a break in the cliffs and

a beach 650 yards in extent with a slope of 1 in 10.

Deep water 27’ is oltainable 450 yards from the coast.

Beach is shingle, which ‘ives way to sand at Low hater.

Road
access — by 4 roads, second class.

Current —

Exposure -

Tidal rise -

(2) Fecamp (32) beach 1,100 yards with a gradient of 1 - 14

of shingle; depth 27 ft. at 500 yards from cö.st.

Flat area of rock exposed at dead Low ater. 4 fathom

lire at 2,000’ from shore.

Roads — several first-class roads serve the port area.

Current -

Exposure — surf with winds from R. hrouh N. to N.E.

and hoidin for anchorage bed.

Tidal rise —

(3) Veulettes (31) break in the cliffs.

.bout mile of beach - 200 yards wide in middle.

Beach is sand with belt of shingle at High ater.

Deep ater 23’ at 850 yards from coast. Gradient 1 -24

Road access - 2nd class coast road & road up valley.

Current -

Exposure -

Tidal rise —



-

o suitable site could be found north of this point as far as

Ault, as the coast appears unapproachable.
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INVESTIGATION NO. 1.

4” pipe, 300’ long, 3/16” orifices at 61t intervals
on one half (150’) and “ orifices at 6” intervals on other
half (150’). All orifices on underside of pipe with non
return valves at A and C and stop valve at B.

Pipe joints may be screwed connections or patent
couplings. Care should, however, be taken to ensure that
air orifices are on bottom of pipe when in position.

Pipe should be level and about 2 ft. off sea bed.
It Is proposed that pipe be seated on concrete blocks 9” deep,
9” x 6” on top and 12” x 9” at base, checked for rail, which
should be clipped in.

This block can be levelled up with partly filled
sandbags of sand or gravel, set by diver from soundings taken
at slack tide High or Low Water.

Qpnectiona AE & CD.

These can lie roughly in the bottom.

fiEäCD.

Are feeders 3” (or 4” if 3” are not avi1able) with
flexible connections to Pier Head at & D, to allow for rise
and fall of tide, connected on Pier Head to receiver at Compressor,

omDreeaor.

It is anticipated that for the first investigation (No.1)
1500 to 2000 c.ft. of siT per mm. will be required. A battery
of compressors should be rigged up to receiver to give this
quantity.

The receiver should have a gauge and the air pressure
and consiption should be recorded. It is anticipated that 30
lba.aq.in. will be sufficient at H.W.

Observations 4 Records.

The purpose of the investigation No.1. is to
ascertain the effect of a steady discharge of air bubbles on
waves and to fcrm an estimate of -

Ci) The amount of reduction, if any, in height of waves.

(2) Area of calmer or still water.

(3) :uantity of air required and pressure to damp down
different height of waves. For this purpose a pile
or gauge should be established on which the height
of wave trough to crest can be measured.



AR!F’l€TtAL flARBOURS

Record of Mxig held at Metrapole aiW3s
on 1Wti iust.

?RR3’I: Brigadier Bruce G. White, 01S,L, fn.5
Colonel J. A. Rolfe,
Major Carlin,
Mx’. CoUxi R.’ White
!r. K. 1) Gyther
Major W. I. Bell,

The object of the m.eting was to discuss plans for putting

in hand without delay arranement* for an perimeut with

compressed air at Gairithaad, Major Canine being the LO. of a

P.C. & R, unit of the R.E, stationed there.

A plan showing the propon•d layout for a pv.liminary

experiment together with a description of the work involved was

handed to Colonel Roif. and it ii believed there is aufficint

infonttj.on on these to enable IIaor Canine to proceed a soon

as materials are availab.

E’wo prints were banded to ir, Gwythez’ giving the results of

a nrine survey at Uairmhead and it is assumed that these give

all det ails of the sea bed required in the vicinity for the ti

being.

Suggestions were discussed fox’ the trying out of a further

xpeniment with oompress•d air, the whole of the apparatus being

installed in a small coaster or one of the port repair ships

available near the site at Oairxthead, but this will presumably

await the cofleetion of data to be obtained from the first

experiment in the neighbourhooa of the Ienita pierbead.

It was agreed that every effort shrnz)d be made without delay

to locate suitable air comju’essors which are not electrically

driven,

(Note:.. Since this meeting Messrs Xngersoll Rand have
reported that various small units varying from 100
to 2O cubic feet capacity are likely to be avail
able in the Glasgow diatriet, and a tuther report
is expeeted frpm them before the Coimtiitte• meeting
on 18th instant.
es• units, although small, are all for generating

at be lbs. pressure.)
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Mr. Gwyther reported details of an interview with Dr. White,

assistant Professor of Hydrailioe at th• City & Guilds Goflege.

X1 nppeare that Di’, White is already retained by the

ira’ty in connection ith their investigations at Shoreham

and felt compelled to retrain from aooeptin.g similar work in an

Advisorj capacity for the 1ar Office until the situation could

be cleared up with the Adniralty.

)3rigadier Bruce Whit. undertook to deal with this matter.

r. Ccliii Thit€ suggested that an in’itation to join the

CoriiiCtte4 should be sent to r. P.J.Unna,

fotet This has been done and Mr. nna is understood
to be going to attend the next eUg of the
Connittee on 18th instant.)
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1inutis of ifth etiu of Sub—Committee

held a t;e
at 2.0 )p.r.i. onlth “.uast, 1343.

PESEiT: i..r. CoHn R. h’hi.te, in the Chair,
Colonel J. i. ho]fe, Tn.5.
Sir Leopold Savile,
‘r. J.i).C.Couper,
r. P • J • Linna,

Lt. Commr. Steele, (part time)
hajor h. I. Bell, Tn.5.

For the benefit of members viho had just joined the

Committee some time was spent in discussion of the various

schemes ugested for the production.of sheltered water.

Colonel olfe sketched out the broad lines on which the

Coiittee should frame their report and it was hored that• this

would he availoole for handia to riadier Bruce Jite not

later than ‘riday evening, 20th instant.

hith a view to spee1.in’ matters mp it. was arranged to put

iTh hand immediately photostat enlargements of the necessary

poio-iz of Admiralty Charts, and also the correspondin.

portions of the road network on shore in the immediate vicinity

of the Beaches selected.

(Tote: These are all prepared and submitted to the Committee

3rewit. )

It was arraned that the next meetinr’ would .be held on 19th

irstant at 2.30 p.m. and further meetins were fixed for Friday,

20th instant at 10 &•1J, and again at 2,30 p.m., all at the

Ins titutio.. of Civil ngincers.

Lt. Cow!Jdr, tesle produced photographic data concerning

certain Beaches and these were apurently the only copies

available in London and could not therefore be loft in the

possession of the Committee.

It would appear that Commdr. teele’s main object in

atterding the Committee had been to acquire information for the

hdmiralty rearding the activities of this Committee rather

than for the iurcose of sharing information with them0
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CONFIDENTIAL The Grown Hotel,
Newton Stewart.

1st Sept. ‘43.

Dear Kenyon Bell,

Many thanks for your letter of 30th August which I received

last night on my return from Garlieston.

I got through on the ‘phone to your office this moziing (on

a very bad line!) and learned from krs. Gibbs that you were

already in Liverpool.

I gathered also that you and Col. Rolfe had agreed that Unna

coulc talk freely to Marshall of ICR. I think it is all to the

good that he should do so.

As regards the memorandum prepared by Unna, I hwve

discussed the various points with Maj. Canine at Ganlieston

today.

The collection of data regarding waves, wind pressure etc.

is a sound thing to do and Canine is going to put arrangements

in hand forthwith, but this cannot affect or hold up in any way

our prelimirary experiments.

The data called for by Unna on frictional losses in pipes,

coefficients for various sizes of perforation etc. is nearly all

contained in the book sent to me by Marshall. I have handed

this to Canine to take up to London with him.

I do not agree that we should abandon the suggestion to put

the perforations along the bottom of the pipe as it is not

practfcle to keep these in alignment. I think this could be

done quite easily, and have an idea that Unna visualises one

length of pipe about a mile long!

I feel sure the ultimate solution will be on the lines of

numerous short lengths which will be comparatively easy to

ha die both in construction and operation.

I agree that it is very desirable to cut out work by

divers a much as possible.

This applies as much to the original placing of the

apparatus as to adjustments which may be required while in

operation during rough veather when it would be impossible to

send a man down.

I feel very strongly that, for our initial experiments, we

want to be able to vary the depth of the pipe below the surface

in order to ascertain the optimum depth.

It should be possible to change the “setting” very quickly

so that the effect may be observed of several positions during

identical weather and wave conditions, and before the ebór flow

of the tide has had time to alter appreciably the total depth of

water.

I am hoping to have a chaiice to put something of this sort

into practice in cooperation with Canine, but unfortunately

our discussions were cut short oday by a suimnons for him to go

up to London again tonight.

I was hoping to be able to make good use of my time with

him this week in order to get things moving and it is disappoint

ing that Carline has had to sh off.
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He will be back on Saturday and I am arranging tentatively to

travel up to town on Monday night in tr.e hope that this will enable

me to get down to things with him during the week end before I

leave.

Canine is in a difficult position here as so much of his time

is taken up with visits by high personages who, for political

reasons, have to be waited on hand and foot. Hi staff spend much

time making all the arrangements for accommodation, sleeper reser

vations, motor transport etc. and he:has no one available to give

his whole time to pushing this experiment along. Neither Unna nor

I can do this as civilians and what is needed is a young officer

with intelligence who could be put in charge and left in peace to

get on with the job. Canine is going to press for this but I am

not very sanguine that anything will happen quickly.

Unna should be useful on the hydrographieal side of the

experiments but I think Canine would be better with a free hand to

carry out the engineering part of the job If he can get t’e

assistance he requires.

I think it is rather premature to bring in towing experts at

this stage as we have as yet no proposition to put to them,

As regards salvage experts, I doubt if they could help very

much unless we could find one with actual penience of “Bubbles”,

which is very doubtful. In any case we are suffering from “too

many cooks” already!

Both Canine and I are rather dubious about the “canvas pipe”

suggestion. Canvas is very unsatisfactory stuff in rough seas

and I am afraid would give endless trouble. We f€el that the

perforated pipe could be buoyed up by drums attached to lugs welded

on to the pipe at interva]s.

In this connection I am again visua]ising short lengths of say

200’ or 300 of pipe as a unit end not several thousand feet.

Owing to the thick layer of mud on the bottom at Cairn Head

there is something to be said for anchoring te perforated pipe to

sinkers end buoying it up to any desired level b means of oil

drums.

The objection to this method is that the level of the pipe

relative to the surface could be altered only by diver and not at

during rough weather. It is impossible also to alter the .evel as

the tide rises and falls.

To achieve thf end the only possible method ia to opt the

use of floats from which the perforated pipe would be suspended.

I have discussed these two propositions with Carline, but

witortunately he had to push off to London before we could agree or

a definite scheme and get dn to details.

I am sending you these rough notes in the hope that you would

kLndly get )rs. (Iibbs to tidy them up for ne and let Gwyther have

copy.

They are intended primarily for your information and his in

case there should be further discussion by the Committee before I

get back.

I am most anxious to see something moving bet I have to

leave here and hope Cel. Rölfø has been able to get a few hundred

feet of 4” pipe on urgent order.

Please excuse this rOugh draft and let me know f there is an’

thing I san be getting on with to help things along.

Yours sincerely,
fSgd.) W. Ivor Bell.



























MOST SECRET

SUBJECT: “Civil” Committee’s Interim Report
on Site fl3TT

TO : The Director of Transportation.

FRI : The Chairman of the “Civil” Committee

1. The Committee has been asked to advise on the layout of
artificial harbours at sites “A” and “B”, on the assumption
that suitable breakwaters can be provided.. The ciuestion of
the design and construction of the necessary brealcwaters,
therefore, has not been considered.

2. The requirements outlined to the Committee were — to
provide sheltered water of sufficient area to allow for the
d.iscbare of approximately 5,000 tons of cargo per day at
site “A and 7,000 tons of cargo per day at site “B”.

3. The accompanying plan shows a suggested layout of break
waters to meet this requirement at site “B” and provides
space for three pierheads, connected to the shore by floating
bridges each having berthing accommodation for three coasters
with a &epth of 18 feet alongside at L.W. springs.

4. Provision is also made for mooring at buoys four large
vessels of 24 feet draught and seven vessels of 18 feet
draught.

5. It has been assumed that buoys or other suitable moorings
will be provided so that ships may be moored fore and aft.

6. The length of beach available for landing cargo from
dukws and other small craft is approximately 5,000 feet.

7. Allowance has also been made on this beach for the landing
of other motor transport either by ferry or by landing craft
discharging to a pierheaa.

8. The positions of the pierheads ships moored at buoys and
beach alloted to dukws and small craIt shown on the plan are
put forward as suggestions only and should be discussed with
the nautical and operational authorities before being embodied
on the final plan.

9. Q,uestions affecting navigation at the entrance and within
the harbour must, of course, be considered, and the advice of
pilots and navigators, preferably with local knowledge, should
be obtained.

10. Tie contours shown on the plan we have prepared have been
taken, with the exception of the 2 and 4 fathom lines, from the
Admiralty chart which provides the latest information we have
been able to obain.

11. No information is obtainable from the chart, and none has
yet been obtainable frau other sources, in regard to the holding
ground where moorings will be required. The presence of rock
shown on the chart raises serious doubt in our minds on this
point.

12. The site proposed to us has, in our opinion, certain
natural disadvantages, but we have been unable to find a better
site in the immediate neighbourhood.

13. In order to facilitate the correlation of the chart with
the land plan, we have shown the grid reference lines on the
plan we now submit.

21st September 1943.
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Certir. caiculaticris flay £ake thins clearer.

a = die.eer 62 pie, irohes.
1 = distance of a: ive oiz ZrO deai end, feet.

q = dischare, c.f-L/*in., per ‘cot cf pi:e liae, free
measureent.

•: = flc at DCiJ:it 1, aitto
f = fricicn lss, lhs ./sc .in. ier fco c
F =

11 ii fl rer point itb dead end.
r = ratic cf coriression.

7alue o •. The ..inericma retort, on rrotecticn for oil

i 3ett aolises p1 e ]n in trpl cote, rith 3
for each, but it is not clear that more than one c these three

lmns as ver installed.
The 1robahility is that it was fosnd necessary to in—

creace to 9 for tbe sinnie ripe, as i is elmost certain that

it ccnld be kert as lcw as 3 is a rite .rith inch holes every

6 inohes.
as Pro te apDesT1ce o the jter 3ieDe Jor en’s

task, it did not look as if success ‘IOUIJ ensure if were less

then e1sout 10, so thot finoire will he assun.ed here.

The ecuation for friction loss in iron nipes is

f = 0.1025 x(frr.d34
6°

For a 4 inch pipe. end 1,000, this gives

fl73xlOT

= ql, f, ‘.‘hich is proportional to , must cisc be
prorortionni to q’l4.

rd the average value of 1, Prom. 1 = 0 tc 1 = 1, is jl

3o, F = 1 x everage value cP f = 173 x i—4 x ,2
2

- 3x10°

____

x iO

nd nen D 30 or 60, r should be rather more then 2 or 3

So, ii: round figures, if o 10, F (3 or 2) x 1 x107

nd, for 1 = 100, 300, 6Qc, F = 0.3 or 0.2, 8 or
65 or 45.

This scans to show that, with this value of q, the nine line
snozunc not extend more than 3J reet rom tne supply, tuat is,
it should not be more than a cable in lenath, if the supply is
at the half way soiiot.

I’an ixDer1meflts

Tests have been carried out in .he ta. k room at Siebe
Gorman’s works. The main object was to measure the air dis
charged throzgh a hole in a submerged pipe, under varicus con
ditions.

Gsnerai rinoi:1e. One would inaJne that, as water is

c1 cot moosress:hl3, me ssc re ti:o I a ±oie o iven
size, compretsed measurement, would depend entirely on the ex
cess of the pressure of the sir in the pipe, over that due to
the water, so that the discharge would riot vary at different
depths, if that excess were kept constant. The problem was to
test this out.

Test s’er. The tests were made in a tank 25 feet deep,

1.
2

‘ ç.-’ - . ....



a: 6 feet i di&ieer, T.rjtj a 2 i::ab Pire, cvii’ rie or
:eier hoie , 6 i1ohes &ar-i.

resu±t cz . ., neas-rren-s
ze ShOL Oi tfl ‘;:1iis. 2ieV SO’T LI t aove e:er:
TO1Oje cIs oc : os u to Ii is ./c i.

he sa aD11es to 3i’o roh holes, te ñres arect ao COS2SL3 L O rerer, Le tests oil ee ce
to 4 1’)S ./sç .in.

. it i: robable that T’et-Ler
:o1 te o iher pressurs.

Tze to CarVes ou1 DCCje if plotted to sic• diSChFre
per sq. ifl2h of ncie.

Jize a I o±e . T e :: CE ‘L OTt at es t - I 1C——————
-

hoie. 6 flces apart, rere used o oban a schre c 3 c
:Li. zree, per cot of pine. r.. ures sho th
even -it a 3/i; ;ch hole, the PrSure i: he ripe to cbt
this Sclre rou1d only jiis e i e:cess c tlia necessary
to cOUater .lnce the .r-er pressure.

c, a,9 reascna- 1are excess rressp desrsb1e,
to ensure fairly unifo -is chare thrcu out the oie line, it
iCk aS if inch holes are irsuerative.

Uifc.-

The excess pressure at any point in the
Dire line uiIl :e the sun Cf the frctic lcss beyond that point,and the excess pressure the dead end of the ire.

It ca , therefore, cnli he correc-li- in so fera the ecuation ror fric-Liop lcs holds cod.

.vin esti--ted the excess pressur
at any pont an e aae. tne tct fressure, ana So tne ratio
of conpresscn beco- s I:nm, and therefor the diso:nrc•e rer
ole 2 acan c t en e set cut to lye Lhe

vJa of , at half tide.

thohbs 1: hottc. Ihere the oajp’ are below the
erEe un a r ali e -, end ee t above t c
uvere ue excess pressare i1 he reduced, ant the dischsre
will be low.

t first sicht, it would seen that the scundj’5
crease above a certain unit, watey will enter the riDe. ut ifit does so, it will nerely bwch un the air, hcse icreaf

he 1e to dIcr it cut in. Sc trouble is
scarcel-- likely to srise rcx thet.

Jl that Seens necessarr is to DTOVIzC for curie e:ccess
pressure at th dead end, end to avoid a Dontin’jous Stretch of
deer scund-;-gs near that end.

If the line leads towards the shore, lover
total ureSs’p nail :e called for at tne sucal ena. So t nay
then be advisaj tc aap1y air only at the ciees end, and per
haps tc use a srnj1e: ire, so that the effect of Shclj cabe counter)a;enfle( by frictional loss.

jp

he above assunes that the rioe hue is li1: on the bctton,m1t it ne been su )estea that it iht e Siunfrd toget rid cf the difficulties due to en uneven hctt end ranue of
tide. his nay offer certaj disadvantages:_

t
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dJ ieuitz in s-Lrea:ing.
. 3r[;ing bevreei buoys, t±ouh 1.tiS r:aht be ::ot

cver by Sun i:i :ro a cotL:uous f1ostig
ipe, :erhcs L nets, to :ive coLiuous
suppcr-L.

‘ nge in depth o: suberence due to streeji.
‘crking o the pine line, iix accrErice Tit1 the

surface :rater, &nd not ith the stiller • ter
ii- hich it. lies beIor.

3Lii):np• if it taies the ;rcund .t io rater
-nterference ‘it, en cssr1e cnare , snipping.
Jeed.

Fire Hose for -ipe Line.

uaother i<esticn is to use fire hose for the pipe lite,
chd efly because it will he easier to streaw, hut elso easier to
inspect, eid to replace dawaned lengths.

kLi initial difficulty arose, as the ushers said piercing
the holes wculd irretrievably destroy the fabric; but eyelets’
were successfully nut in at .Siebe orriants, and their nainten—
nuDe fcreuan, Dutt±n all his vreinht on a cord, could not tear
one out.

The eelehs. In Thct, it does not seen: neceosar: to use
leather an aern, hn ensure uniforn grin on the fabric.

Lame eyelets, say inch, are used, and a plate, with
hole c-f the required size, brazed on.

To close the eyelets on a C foot hose, a series of dies
cani be iixed ho a batten, wuicu coula ae dr&un: turougn the

hose with a cord, the inner ferrules, if necessary, being lightly
nunined to the dizcs.

____

net, 49 neet lenr, and 4 reet nide, vcula be used
for each %C foot lauth of hose. Cue half would be folded over,
ha tre e e stcpned to tne lr line o tue aeu, “crr a

tube tbrcuah which the hose would pass

hach coupiina vrould be stopp ed to its end of the net, to
prevent creep.

The line would be bailsste4 nith old :ire rope, cr pre
ferably chain, stcupea to the foot o the net.

Tue supply pipe wculd be buoyed and ocualed up at the
araper place, and thrccin over the ride, to hr picked un later
by the puzp sni.

Test. 3 inch hose (no 4 inch available) was tried in the
tank.

Thiibration f the holes for discharge is not yet finished.

There is no air leakage tiiroueh the fabric, even at 40
lbs ./sa.in.

Friction. riers data sie available for air friction in
fire hose, tests would be required. They will recasire full
scale air supply.

)eea water Tests

3iebe Gorrian’ s tressure diving tank Las not get tile con
nections necessary for naking dischare tests, so if tests in

3.
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dee ter E?-e to he a •La:], sri i feet i-h, feet
a:Iete:, . ve to be obta . 3c for, erts to torro:
finfe pi tc make he ti have net teen success1.

,r- I

L ‘ i oi e es to ne
. -

‘. -

.
-‘

2ifI ow , 3 c Eve ref ‘r c c a
geti ou . ir escai- :2rcz Lcles on t:e Jerjde, mri
SiDOS O?tTS :cr a fer lflohes, (J thea Sarts to rie.

erience at e S11O:S that
gLilte a sri excess pTesre rices -llS.

Tests made ±11 i9i show thai the speed
depends ti:•- c.. Size of bube, ed is stead: or ay

Size, :rhether he start t 2 cr 1 fathos beIcj the sur—
ce 2 seeds r e rc 7 c 3 feet a : -Jte it i not
clear rh:i the sDeed sno not vary s he sir exd tovars
the

ire i5 Seezed o he ejected ro: eah hoi, ;hei
the :Lr trne o: :iebe or:i’ S taik . fter that all
ti:e bu bles started s aU . s the rise the:- Lree but
i:ot tue ‘everse.

The initial lubh2 seened to be about th Sze of
Craflpe bus-c Defore breai: surface, but actuaL- all tue bubbles
are nushroo1 shepecL Th init] ones cone u at about feet
a second, the ittter ones at erhass a ot a secnd.

if the bubhl5s cane u unif unIv tiarouhcut the tank —

they do not do so - their averae s1eed coeld he calculated fron
the air suoplv and the rise in water level when the air is on.
Cu that basis, th soeed would be i feet a second. ctuaIZy,
ncst of he bubbles rise in the centre, crestrg an utnard
current there, with a doaward tow near the sides.

In a seaway, tue bubbles would follow
a zigs coirs tnn increasjn in Ian tb towards’ the
sur.ace. fue tacks ncaa not se strasnt, out concave aO,uwaras

on crests, and conve:: doswvards at troanis; tne nctua course
beiu ieter:inej by rate of rise, period ci’ wave, and d pth of
water.

. It would seen that aid the bubbles
are the rhytha of the vertical :ovent
of the n how far that would Interfere, sni
reduce, the POfltCfltial half of the wave euer, is a probie
-_± --

.D i’1O

In an:- case, cone of the ener- would fet thrcuc the
air screen, ad cone would pass under i, specialL where wave
Ic os Ir a co’j tt aept, ;ire l: e i not on
the hotton. Jhether this ener- woull refor waves of Drecjam1€
size, is mother probIe:, to be solved actual test.

Pall code teat It nay be tkt the raves rj reforn,
but will no do so close uo to the a:r screen. c to urevent
iTiterfeienne fron waves curI±n round the ends of the Screen,
it croua ce best to r.ae the sl scale test at a aeep water
entrance between solid piers.

I the bubbles da have the desirei effect, the crux will
be to 5-cace the holes correcti-r. ibis ciii be ccmoaratjvpiv

sinule with a pipe line in a tideless sea, or liunf’ fron buoys,

4.
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S

but not so if the line is wi the bottom and the range is large,
as the ratio of compression would vary according to the tide.

ach case would have to be considered •ora its xaerts,
according to the air supply desired, the depth at low water,
and the range of tide. It may be found necessary to use very
lere pipes, to ensure that the rtio of cor:pression is fairly
miform throughout the pipe line. Alternatively, this might
perhaps be attained by using much s’rafler pipes in duplicate,
the second set only being turned on towards lou water, when the
friction loss would be high. A third possibility would be to
have a, large number of short and independent pipe lites, each
with its own supply pipe.

in any case, it must be remembered that the power avail&ble
for supplying air will b much less than that of the waves.
The latter = 0.0165 H2 ha H.?. per foot of wave crest, where H
and L are deep water height and length. Thus for waves 300 feet
long and 10 feet high, the povrer would be 28 H.e. per foot .of
wave crest. So, to ensure efficient use of the linited quantity
of air available, it will be necessary to distribute it as
‘nifonly as possible.

5.
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FOR AflG OP SEA ND SWEll.

Introduction.

The forecasting of the state of the sea surface is becoming a matter of

increasing importance for Naval Meteorological Officers. The feasibility or

otherwise of landing troops and tanks depends almost entirely on the size of the

breakers likely to be found on the beaches selected for the landing; the recovery of

catapult reconnaissance aircraft from cruisers is likely only if the swell is

comparatively small; aircraft can only land with difficulty on carriers if the swell.

causes an excessive motion of the ship.

But, in spite of its importance, comparatively little of a definite quantitative

nature is known about the generation of waves by wind on the sea surface and their

subsequent travel and decay. This is partly due to the difficulty of making any

accurate measurements of the height and. length of waves from a moving ship, and

partly to the custom of measuring wind force by the appearance of the sea. Little

information can subsequently be obtained as to the relation between waves and wind by

examination of the ships’ logs, etc., since the measurements of wind and waves are

not independent.

It must therefore be appreciated that the figures which follow, in particular

those in Tables I, II and III, can only be taken as a guide to the order of magnitude

of the waves to be expected under given conLlitions. Both the wind and the waves

produced are far from steady, and considerable doubt often exists as to the exact

values of wind strength, fetch and even direction over wide areas of the ocean when

ships’ observations are few.

Any measurements or fairly accurate estimates of the dimensions of waves would

be of value to check the figures herein. Methods of measuring height, speed, period

and length of waves are contained in S.561 (Foxn for Recording Results of Rolling

Trials in H.M. Ships). However, as the period, length and speed are not independent,

but connected by the formulae

Speed in knots = 3.1 x Period
Length in feet = 5.15 x (Period)2

where Period is in seconds, only one of these need be measured. The simplest to

estimate is the period — by noting with a stop—watch, the time taken for a patch of

foam or small object floating on the water to fail and rise again as a wave passes.

Needless to say, the mean of several estimates should be noted. The length can be

estimated with tolerable accuracy by noting the simultaneous position of two or more

crests along the ship’s side, if the waves are shorter than ship’s length — due

allowance being made for the inclination of the ship’s fore and aft line to the

direction of the waves. The length of the longer waves can be estimated by

comparing them with the ship’s length, looking down from Bridge or somewhere well

above the water. The tendency is always to underestimate the length of the longer

waves, especially if they are high or seen from low down in the ship. If such

measurements are noted in the Meteorological log, they should be accompanied by an

actual measurement of the true wind from anemometer, if possible.
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as the fetch and time increa

The figures of Table I relate to the waves that would be produced in a limitless
ocean over the whole of which the wind was blowing with the given constant strength
and direction. In practice, fortunately, this state of affairs does not exist
(except possibly in the Southern Ocean, where a westerly wind might conceivably blow
round and round the Earth). If one goes along a great circle to windward from the
area in which one wants to know the dimensions of the waves, sooner or later land is
reached, or one comes to a point where the wind is considerably less in strength,
or there it is blowing from a different direction. The distance upwind throughout
vrhich the wind is blowing roughly in the same direction with roughly constant force

‘. ‘ d1

Section A.

The production of sea waves by wind.

When the wind blows over a sea surface roughened by waves, the air impinges
on the windward slope of the wave, and is diverted upwards over the crest to impinge
on the windward slope of the next wave. The leeward slope is in comparatively
ca3n air. The type of air flow existing over waves is suggested by figure 1. In
the case of very steep waves, there may even be an eddy formed in the lee of each
wave, as in figure 2. In either case the effect of the wind is to increase the
pressure on the windward side of the crest (points A) and to decrease it on the
leeward side of the crest (points 3). That this distribution of pressure (suction
in front of, and pressure behind, the crest) actually exists has been verified in
wind-tunnel experiments on wave-shaped profiles.

The motion of the surface particules of water as each wave passes is circular,
in the direction of the wave’ s motion at the crest, and back in the trough, upwards
in front of, and downwards behind each crest - shown by the thick arrows of figure
2. It is at once apparent that both the pressure and suction of the wind tend to
urge the surface water in the direction in which it is already moving, i. e. to
increase its motion; also friction between air and water is obviously greatest at
the crests, and again acts so as to increase the motion, i.e. to increase the height
of the waves, provided that the wind is blowing faster than the waves themselves are
moving.

Hence, so long as the wind velocity is in the same direction as the waves and
greater in magnitude, the waves tend to increase in height. They also increase in
length, and, since the speed of a wave is proportional to the square root of its
length ( in deep water), this means that the speed of the wave also increases as the
wind continues to blow. But the process does not continue indefinitely; after a
time which is small for light winds and of several days for winds of gale force the
difference between the speeds of wind and wave becomes so small that the pressure
and suction effects described above can only suly sufficient enerr to the waves
to replace that lost by viscosity in the water. Thus to every wind strength
corresponds a maximum size of wave, whose wave—length is such that its speed is
slightly leas than the wind speed. The rate of loss of enerr due to viscosity is
proportionately much larger for the short waves raised by light winds than for those
raised by strong winds; hence the difference between maximum wave speed and speed
of wind diminishes from 2 knots for the lightest wind that can raise waves at all
( about 3 knots) to a mere fraction of a knot for strong winds.

Table I below gives an estimate of the length, speed and height of waves
produced by constant winds of given strength acting for a known time.

TABLE I.

Wind Speed Length (ft.)
Beaufort Knots

p

is the “fetch” of that partic
been able to pump energy int

In the case of stationa
distance is easy to estimate
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TABLE II.

Wind speed.

Beaufort Knots L. Wave
10

L. C. H.

3 9 257 2

4 13 4.093

5 18 7512 5

6 24. 110)4 7

7 30 ]4016 10

8 36 18018 13

9 4.3 21020 16

10 51 250 21 19

The dimensions of the w
may be limited either by the
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For example, a wind of
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L. Wave
6 hours.

L. C. H.

12 hours.

I. C. H.

C. Speed (Knots) & H. Heit

3 9
4. 13
5 18
6 2L.
7 30
8 36
9 13

10 51

“ft.)
2 IJays

L. C.

25
6o

120
230
320
4.10
550
670

7 2
10 5
15 8
21 12
2f 17
28 23
32 30
35 37

MAXD

L. C. H.

25
70

14.0
270
4.10
560
740
900

1 i.y

L. C.

25 7
75 12

150 17
280 23
470 29
680 35
9004.1

1150 46

7 2
11 5
16 9
22 14
27 21
32 29
37 38
43 50

H.

2+
S

10
15
23
33
42
55

H.

72+
12 5
17 10
23 15
30 23
36 33
42 14
47 56

25
75

150
280
4.80
690
950

1200

25 7
75 12

150 17
280 23
480 30
690 36

1000 43
14.00 51

2+
5

10
15
23
33

56
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is the “fetch” of that particular wind; it is the distance over which the wind has
been able to pump energy into the train of waves at present in the area.

y waves, the air impinges
irds over the crest to impinge
1ope is in comparatively

suggested by figure 1. In
formed in the lee of each

e wind is to increase the
cnd. to decrease it on the
‘ibution of pressure (suction
xists has been verified in

ach wave passes is circular,
I back in the trough, upwards

the thick arrows of figure
suction of the wind tend to
already moving, i.e. to
;er is obviously greatest at
, i.e. to increase the height
than the waves themselves are

25 7
75 12

150 17
280 23
4.80 30
690 36

1000 43
2400 51

5
10
‘5
23
33
44
56

In the case of stationary, or only slowly moving isobaric systems, this
distance is easy to estimate with sufficient accuracy; in figure 3, it is the
distance AB to shore, in figure 4. it is the distance AB to the point where the wind
veers and decreases. If the isobaric system is moving, the estimation of fetch is
more diffióult, but a satisfactory estimate can usually be made from a study of
consecutive isobaric charts.

The size of the waves produced at point A depends on the time the wind has
acted on these waves. In figures 3 and 4, this cannot exceed the time the waves,
starting as short (and therefore slow) ones at B have taken to reach A. However
long the blow may have persisted, the wind cannot have acted on the individual train
of waves now at A, longer than the time taken for these waves to get from 3 to A.
Thus the possible size of the waves at A is limited by the fetch as well as by the
wind strength; if the fetch is small, the waves will be considerably below the
dimensions given in Table I for the wind strength and duration of blow.

The maximum waves produced by given wind acting over given fetch for
unlimited time are given in Table II below

TABLE II.

uld be produced in a limitless
r the given constant strength
f affairs does not exist

Ly wind might conceivably blow
circle to windward from the

raves, sooner or later land is
3iderably less in strength,
.e distance upwind throughout
iwith roughly constant force

L. Wave length (ft)

direction as the waves and
.ght. They also increase in
to the sqpare root of its
e wave also increases as the
;inue indefinitely; after a

for winds of gale force the
so small that the pressure
ficient energy to the waves
to every wind strength
s such that its speed is
)f energy due to viscosity is
by light winds than for those
aximum wave speed and speed
that can raise waves at all
winds.

ed and height of waves
a lQlowfl time.

(Knots) &H. Height ft.)

c. Speed ( io-o)
100

L. C. H.
500

L. C.

H. Height (ft)
1000

H. L.C.

2 Days

L. C. H. L. C. H.

Wind Speed. FECH (nautical miles).

Beaufort Knots

_______ ________ __________ ____________

10 50
L.C. H. I. C.H. H.

3 9 25 7 2- 25 7 2 25 7 2 25 7 2 25 7 2

4. 13 4.0 9 3 65 11 4. 75 12 5 75 12 5 75 12 5

5 18 75 12 5 125 15 7 150 17 10 150 17 10 150 17 10

6 24. 110 14 7 210 20 12 260 22 ]4 280 23 .15 280 23 15

7 30 240 16 10 260 22 15 350 25 19 4.80 30 23 4.80 30 23

8 36 180 18 13 30 25 20 450 29 25 690 36 33 690 36 33

9 4.3 210 20 16 4.20 28 25 560 32 32 880 4.0 44 940 4.2 44

10 51 250 21 19 500 30 31 650 35 40 1100 1÷5 56 1200 4.7 56

The dimensions of the waves produced at a given point on any given occasion
may be limited either by the fetch available or by the time for which the wind has
blown; i.e. the height and length of the waves is the smaller of the appropriate
entry in Table I or in Table II.

For example, a wind of force 8 blowing for a day over unlimited fetch will
produce waves 680 ft. long and 54. ft. high (Table I). If the fetch is 500 mileL
or more, this answer is still correct. But if the fetch is only 100 miles, the
resulting waves will only be 450 ft. long and 25 ft. high (Table ii). If the blow
only lasts 6 hours, the waves wiil be 41Q ft. long and 23 ft. high for a fetch of
100 miles or more.

It will be observed that the steepness (Height ÷ Length) of the waves decreases
as the fetch and time increase.

. H.

72
t2 5
L7 10
3 15
9 23
55 33
l42
.6 55

25
75

150
280
4.80
690
950

1200

72
12 5
17 10
23 15
30 23
36 33
4.2 44
1÷7 6
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Section 3.

Production and Travel of Swell.

In preceding paragraphs it has been shown how the size of the waves that will be
produced in a storm area under given conditions of wind force, duration and fetch may

be estimated; the tables given also enable the speed of the waves to be estimated.
The train of waves thus raised by the wind in a storm area continues to travel along
the great circle in the direction of the wind that produced it long after the wind
has died down or the waves have moved out of the storm area. The speed at which
the front of the group of waves raised by the storm (which is now SWELL) advances into
the comparatively caJm water outside the storm area is equal to HAlF the speed of
the individual waves as given in Tables I and II. It appears probable that the
wave-length (and hence the speed) of this swell remains roughly constant at the value

attained in the storm area. But as the forces mentioned in the first paragraph as
acting on the surface now act against the motion of the water, energy is continuously
removed from the waves and their height diminishes. The rate of diminuation of
height is greater for the shorter waves; it appears, from such evidence as is
available, that the waves lose roughly of their height each time they travel a
distance in miles equal to their length in feet. E.G. a swell 600 ft. long and 50
ft. high is 20 ft. high after 600 miles, 13.5 ft. high after 1200 miles, 9 ft. high
after 1800 miles, 6 ft. high after 2,14.00 miles, and so on.

i.e. if H is the original height and L the original length in ft. of a swell,

its height after travelling D miles will be F.H. where F is a factor given by the

table below.

TABLE III.

D/L 1. 2. 3. 14... 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

.67 .30 .20 .13 .09 .06 .04 .03

The following deductions iimiediately emerge: —

(a) The height of any swell diminishes rapidly to begin with and more slowly afterwards.
As the length is assumed not to change, the swell is thus a wave with small WL ratio
except in the iiinnediate vicinity of the storm area, i.e.it is rarely a steep wave.
(5) The shorter waves are of less height to begin with, and lose their height at a
much greater rate — they therefore are unable to travel far before becoming
inappreciable, as compared with the long waves which can go vast distances. E.G.
Table III shows that a 150 ft. wave 10 ft. high is reduced to 2 feet after 600 miles
travel, while a 600 ft. wave 30 ft. high is still nearly 2 ft. high after 4,000 miles.
(c) The only winds which can produce swell capable of travelling great distances
are those of gale force, as inspection of Tables I and II shows that only such winds,
sustained for at least 6 hours (over a fetch of 200 miles or more) can raise the
necessary long waves. The 600 ft. wave mentioned in (5) above recjuires Force 8 at
least to produce it.
(d) As stated above, the train of waves produced in the storm area travels out of
it at HAlF the speed given by Table II or I. The interval between the storm and the
arrival of appreciable swell from it on a distant shore may be considerable. E.G.
a N.W. 600 ft. swell train starting 30 ft. high off Newfoundland moves at about 16
knots. It will arrive off the Moroccan coast (2000 miles distant) about 5 days
later still about 8 ft. high, and, if more northerly in direction, may reach St. Helena
(5,600 miles) 9 days later, though now less than 3 ft. high.

It must be realized that the wind blowing over the sea area traversed by the
swell on passage may have some effect on the latter. A wind behind the swell should
retard its rate of decay, while an opposing wind should tend. to accelerate its decay.
Little evidence is .vai1able on this point; but it would appear that winds
appreciably less in velocity than the wave—speed (C) of the swell itself have no
great effect. In the same way, cross winds have little apparent effect on a long
swell, which travels through the cross-sea produced by the wind with the normal
rate of decay. A head or cross wind of speed equal to or exceeding the speed of
the swell appears, however, to destroy the original swell and to set up a swell in
its own direction in a comparatively short time. Herein one finds an additional
reason for the fact that only the long swells travel far; a long swell set up by a
gale is unlikely to run through another gale on its travels, while the short swell
set up by a wind of force 4-5, say, does not usually get far before a wind
approximately the same speed from another direction destroys it.

If two trains of swell-waves pass through the same area, they do so without
disturbing one anothers’ length or speed. Two crossing swells have frequently

Section C.
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Example 1.
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.09 .06 .04. .03 .02

been reported from the Doidrum area of the Atlantic, the one set being comparatively
short waves set up by the SE Trades, the other set being produced by the I’E Trades
when the latter are strong, or by depressions far to the North which produce a long
northerly or northwesterly swell. The two swells pass through each other; where
two crests coincide, the amplitudes of the two waves add together; the result is the
unpleasant ‘pyramidal sea’ characteristic of this area and of others where such
crossing is common.

Section C.

Effect of waves running into shallow water.

As each wave passes, a surface particle of water describes a circle of diameter
equal to the height of the wave in a time equal to the period of the wave (period =

time between successive crests = L/c). In deep water particles beneath the surface
also describe circles whose diameter decreases rapidly with depth;. at a depth equal
to half the wave—length, the motion is less than a hundredth part of that at the
surface. I.E. the wave disturbance affects, for all practical purposes, only the
top layer, of depth 1/2 of the sea, beneath this the water is practically at rest.
The speed of a wave in deep water (i.e. in water whose depth is greater than about
14/2) is equal to L36JT knots, if L is in feet. If, however, the depth of the
water is less than 1/2, the motion of the water is affected by the presence of the
bottom, and this rule ceases to apply. The motion below the surface is now
elliptical, the ellipses getting flatter and flatter until close to the bottom the
water moves to and fro in a straight line parallel to bottom. The speed of the
wave in water shallow compared with the length of the wave is about 3.4.T5 knots,
where D is the depth in feet. This is less than the original speed, and since
the number of waves passing a fixed point in unit time (i.e. the period of the
waves) is the same in the deep or the shallow—wat,er, it is clear that the waves
must be telescoped together in the same way as traffic on a main road on entering a
speed limit — i.e. the wave—length (distance between successive waves) becomes less.
But the shorter waves in shallow water still possess the same energy per wave as
they did when they were longer in deep water; this they can only do by getting
higher. Thus waves running into shallow water get shorter, higher and steeper as
the water shoals. Obviously this process cannot continue indefinitely; as soon as
the height of the wave becomes roughly equal to the depth of undisturbed water the
wave becomes unstable and breaks.

The magnitude of these effects may be estimated from Table rr below, in which:

I

I

TABLE IV.

D/L 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.04. 0.02 0.01 0.005

1/L 0.77 0.71 0.61 0.5 0.35 0.25 0.18

WH 1.08 1.14. 1.28 1.4.1 1.7 2 2.4.

Thus a 100 ft. wave 6 ft. high such as might be produced by a local wind
5 would be about 6 ft. high in 10 ft. of water,(’zhere D/L = 0.1, hence WH =
6 ft. in 8 ft., and 7 ft. high in 6 ft. But it breaks when D = h, viz when
about 7 feet high in 7 ft. of water.

Example 2.

A 6oo ft. swell also 6 ft. high, such as mipt have come from a considerable
distance, would be 6- ft. in 100 ft. of water, 6 ft. in 80 ft., 7 ft. in 60 ft.,
ft. in 4.0 ft., 10 ft. in 20 ft., and 12 ft. in 10 ft - obviously it breaks about 12
ft. high in 12 ft. of water.

It may be taken as a rough working rule that a low swell (i.e. a wave
whose height / length ratio is small) will break at a height about double its open
sea height in soundings of the same depth.
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The reduction in speed of the swell as it runs into shallow water tends to

cause the waves always to approach the beach with their crests parallel to the

fathom lines (i.e. in general, parallel with the beach). This is clear if one

imagines -a swell approaching a N - S beach from N.W. The N.E. end of the swell

gets into shallow water first and its speed is progressively reduced, while the
crest of the same wave further offshoreis still in deep water and moving at full
speed. The wave obviously wheels left and finally approaches the beach with its
crest parallel to it.

From what has been said in sections A and B it should be apparent that the
forecasting of swell likely to affect any particular area of sea or length of
coast is a matter of some complexity, due primarily to the distance in space and
time at which the cause of the swell may be found. To simplify the problem
Table V below has been constructed from Tables I and III given previously. It
gives roughly the maximum distance from an extensive area of wind of given
strength at which the swell will still be 3 ft. high, also the time the swell train
will take to cover this maximum distance. Similar figures are also given for a
swell 10 ft. high.

TABLE V.

Thus, assume it is required to know now (28th p.m.) whether a swell exceeding

3 ft. in height is to be expected at point A A.M. 29th (i.e. in 12 hours time)
assuming one has available a series of synoptic charts at 12 hourly intervals.

Inspect the last chart (28th P.M. i.e. 12 hours before the time one is
interested in) to see if a wind of force 4. or more is reported within 100 miles of

A, or is expected to spring up within the next 12 hours within this radius. If so,
it can cause a swell exceeding 3 ft. at A on 29th A.M. if the fetch, duration and
direction of wind are right. If the direction of the reported or expected vñ.nd is
towards A, the fetch and probable duration of this wind must be examined to see
whether it will, in fact, produce a swell exceeding the critical value by using the
principles and tables of sections A and E.

Then proceed to examine the charts of A.M. 28th, P.M. 27th, and A.M. 27th,
(i. e. up to 2 days before the time one in interested in) for winds of force 5 or
more within 100 and 500 miles of A. If such winds are directed towards A, it
is possible that they may produce a swell exceeding the critical value — their fetch
and duration must be looked into to see whether they will, in fact, do so.

Next proceed to examine the charts of A.M. 26th, P.M. 26th, P.M. 25th, and A.M.
25th, (i.e. up to 4. days before A.M. 29th) for winds of force 6 or more within 500
miles to 1200 miles of A. Again, if suitably directed towards A, they must be
examined to see if their fetch and duration are sufficient for their swell to reach

A with a height exceeding the critical value.

Similar examination of charts 4. - 7 days before A ‘.. 29th for winds of or
exceeding force 7 and directed towards A between 1200 and 24.00 miles from A, of
charts 7 — 9 days before 29th for winds of or exceeding force 8 and directed towards

A between 2LfOO miles and 4000 miles from A and so on must be made until the boundary
of the ocean in which A is situated is reached.

Section D.

The forecasting of swell.

Wind Force 4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 Beaufort.

3 ft. Swell. Distance 100 500 1200 2.00 4000 7000 10,000 miles

Time 2 4. 7 9 14. 18

10 ft. Swell. Distance — 0 300 1000 2000 3000 4.000

Time — 0 1 3 5 6 7
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The problem is, however, somewhat simplified if actual observations of swell
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from ships are available. These should give an estimate of its height, length and

direction. Prom the reported length the speed can be estimated (Speed of train in

knots =2/3jlength in feet), or, if the ordinary code is used, a short swell (less

than 300 ft.) advances at about 10 knots, a mec.ium length swell (300—600 ft.) advances

at about 15 knots and a long (over 600 ft.) swell train advances at about 18-20 Icriots.

If from the observations, an estimate of the time of onset and cessation of swell

directed towards A can be formed, its time of arrival and duration at A can be

forecast; its approximate height at A may be estimated from reported height (low

less than 6 ft., moderate = 6 to 12 ft., high = over 12 feet) by use of Table III.

In either case, an eye must be kept on the winds the swell will experience on

passage from the storm area or observing ship to A - the effects of such winds are

mentioned in Section B.

&anple.

The 4. charts (a), (b), (c), (d) of figure 5 show the synoptic situation in

Mid—Atlantic at successive 12 hourly intervals from, say, A.M. 1st (5 (a)) to P.i.

2nd (5 (d)). Before and after these times the synoptic situation was radically

different. The area outlined indicates where, throughout the 2 days, the wind

was approximately constant in direction (I?) and of gale force (average about force

8); and. this is the only area on the chart where a strong wind persisted for such

a considerable time. The fetch was about 800 miles, duration of blow about 2 days;

wind force 8: — Tables I and II indicate that the waves at the southern end of the

storm area (in about 35° N) would have attained almost the maximum size for force

8, viz, roughly 700 ft. long and 33 ft. high, towards the end of the gale. The

waves earlier and later than this would be shorter and lower; but a reasonable

assumption is that for at least 2 days, from A.M. 1st to A.M. 3rd, waves

approximately 600 ft. long and 30 ft. high were crossing 35° N. south of the storm

area, travelling towards SSE. This train of waves would advance at about 16-18

knots and should reach the vicinity of the Equator in about 20° VT. (a distance of

2,300 miles) a matter of 6 days or so after leaving the storm area. As the earlier
and later waves to be formed are shorter and slower, they take longer to travel the

distance, and hence an observer near the Equator would experience a swell lasting

for rather longer than the two days or so of the original gale.

clays The average waves are 30 ft. high and 600 ft. long to start with. After

2300 miles (D/L = 3.8) Table III gives their height as slightly over 0.2 x 30 i.e.

6-7 ft. high.

Actually, a ship in 1° N. 20° VT. reported swell from direction 30
(NEW) of 4. in code (moderate height, moderate length) from P.M. 8th to P.M. 11th,

rising to 5 (moderate height, long) AM. on 10th.
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(H.M.79/38) September, 194.2.
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The “Civil Committee” comprising Mr. Cohn ihiteb Kr,J.D.C.
ouper Mr.R.D.Gdyther rith Lt.Col.eU atteucdng. met on 10th
February 1944 to onider a fresh proposal regarding site ‘.b’
and nfter discussion the folioing notes were maue.

(1) Tae nithile entrnce Faceu L4. which was conuidere less
satisfactory tan facing

() J rdon if effective coyer the miuiie entrance but the
western entrance is e.posed.

() ditn both entrances facing tdard ships may have to enter
arw. leave with the tide instead of stazdng tne tide.

(4) Any sea coming in from the N.K. will give very iturbe6
conditions at the Pier Heau an proabiy on the landing
beaone though this might be somewhat irninIstied by further
ceTe1opaent of the iestern ;nre Arm.

() The layout apeara to envoive more turning within the narbour
urea.

(6) ne available area inside the dest outer brcwater is
restricted at L.g, as the traffic lane is ericumeeredby
moored vesseli

(7) is regraa the effect of ombardon we have no data on which
we can express n opinion as to its efficacy in damping out
wave nction sufficiently to flow override disaharge of
Liberty ships at anchor. Nor nave we any information with
regard to the praatic1Diiity of mooring the thing in 7.1/2
Fathoms of cater with a I4 feet rice of tide.

(8) Blockships. Their caLf advantages are taat they are self
propelled and may pos5ibly oc p1sceu more cuicLy tnan
caissons, taugh in the c•oriaittee’e opinion they could not
get themeelvec into correct position without the assistance
of tugs.

Unless very muzh strengthened they will break in two.

rody apart from the eacrlfice of ahips, we doubt whether
they ifer nny aø.vntage ver concrete cisons either from
the point of view of rapidity of construction or effectiye—
£eSs.

/
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MOST 5ECRiT .

The Chairman “Civil” Caujttee.

he Director of TransportaUon. fr

6ubjeot. Diagram No. 3112

1. We have examined the layout shown on the above diagram
and, as recuested we now beg to offer the rollowing remarks,
which we trust wiii be of assistance to you. We would weloccie
an opportunity of diseusing with the Officers concerned those
points on which we are in some doubt, aM any other matters in
connection with this problem which may aria..

General

2. We find that the layout ahown is on very much the same
lines as those we adopted in the 0855 of War Office plan “B”.

Waat.Xsla4 Breakwater

3. The West Island Breakwater is further in5hOr. than the
position we e1ected, which in tact was moved out from the five
fathom line at the request of Naval Officers in order to
increase the area of sheltered water seaward of the three
fathom line.

4. It would s•.m better to align this breakwater on one
straight line to facilitate placing the Pho.ix units in
position, unless there is some good reason for introducing the
bend near the eastern entrance.

5. The object of the double Units at the ends of the break
waters is not clear to ue. We anticipate that there would be
considerable difficulty insinking two Units close together or
attempting to lash the Units together before sinking.

6. We should like to know the reason for staggering the
tTnits. It this has beau done with a vIew to one Unit afford
ing support to the next, little reliance should be placed on
such support. It will not be ractioable, ev.n in the calmest
weather to sink the Units with the degree of accuracy necess
ary, an& any attempt to o so might result in serious damage

being doas to their ends. l’urtber, it is likely that•the
staggered formation may induce considerable scour.

7. Unless there is some special reason for the 20C ft.
opening in the middle of the breakwater, we think, this open
ing should be omitted. It could only be used by mall craft

in calm weather, and In rough weather would tend to increase

th. swell inside the Harbour.

Bast Island Breakwater

8. e note that the eastern entrance has been increased to
700 ft., which we consider to be unnecessarily wide for the
size of vessels using the Harbour.

9. We endavoured to follow the contours in siting the
East Island Breakwter, but we see no objection to he
straight alignment now selected, which has advantages in
facility of construction.

10. It is not evident to us what advantageis gained bi
bending the western end of this brakwater inshore, as this
appears to have the definit, disadvantage of making the
entrance difficult for vessels leaving the pierheads and
also obstructs the swinging area inside the Harbour.

4—
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West Shore Arm

16. As placed this arm leaves an entrance 1000 . ‘‘&de

____

fully open to t!ie north west. After considerable thoIIt, =the w.sern arm in plan “B” was kept under the shelter ofthe island breakwater in order to provide more protectionfor the Harbour frci he north west.

Pierbeads

17. These are placed on the three fathom line, as in thecase of plan “B”.

Contours

18. The contours obtained from the recent soundingsappear to show rather more ator inside the Harbour than wasinicated on the original French chart.

QOLIN R WHITE
2nd March 1944 Chairman “Civil” Co.nittee
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11. the 200 ft. opening in the centre of this breakwaterappears objectionable to us, as the shoal outside makes itof little use as an entrance and ft could only serve toadmit swell to the Harbour, especially off the landing beach.
U.. We note that it is proposed to construct this Easti1and Breakwater of blaoksb1s. The only advantage oft];is form of construction known to us is that the variousships could be taken to the site under their own power butwe believe that they still could not be sunk with the degreeof i. cc urn c y re uird without the assistance of tugs. We areof the opinIon that a blookahip will be more difficult to placein position than a Unit whioh has been specially designed rorthe purpose. Further, that a shin is less likely to remainupright and may break up through the void of the machinerySpaces.

-

13. Without knowing the size of ship that it is proposed tous., it is difficult to ascertain the amount of protectionthey would afford.

14. ShIps masters would hesitate approaching near a sunkenship aim the nav%able area in the Harbour would be curtailed..in consecuence. bereas, they would not have the same fearin closing a Unit, the position of which is clearly defined.
15 • We observe that the easterh.- end of this Island Breakwater does not extend as far to the eastward as we providedwith the result that the length of working beaoh under itsprotection is reduced by on. third of the length of beachahown on plan “3”
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